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Mercia, the virgin, for which part I seemed naturally
suited
Wilson Barrett was an earnest and untiring producer
and manager, although his methods seem old-fashioned
in the light of the stage of to-day   He allowed us little
peace  When we were not rehearsing there were frequent
lessons m fencing and voice production   When we were
on tour even our leisure was organised     On Sunday
evening we would be summoned to his hotel to hear him
read a play or talk to us   His was a school of discipline
and authority   Even the books we read were chosen by
"The Chief"   It was an autocracy of the theatre, and
Barrett insisted that we should have little or no life
beyond the stage and his vigilance    It was in Barrett's
company, too, that I first met two of the finest actors
of our day   Haidec Wright and Horace Hodges, both
great artists and both excelling in character parts     I
shall ever be grateful to this remarkable man   in little
ways so laughable, but in big ways so lovable    Wilson
Barrett felt his responsibility and discharged it like a
man   He seems old-fashioned now   He may have been
unable to understand the artists' creed   "I believe m
Michael Angelo," and all the rest of it, but he knew what
right and wrong are, and did right    Barrett may have
offended the taste of artists, but nevertheless he helped
thousands in their way through life I know il For many
have told me so   Even to this day I receive letters which
show how these plays of his, which the artist in me came
to regard with pity, helped people in their lives    Here
is one which comes whilst I write this chapter   Artists
may protest that art and morality have nothing to do
with one another   They have taught me the lesson well,
and yet this letter makes me wonder
"When in my seventeenth year, I was taken by
some seniors to my first London theatre—the youth
was almost stupidly innocent, idealistic and utterly
ingenuous in matters worldly The play was 'The
Sign of the Gross,* and you were understudying

